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Abstract

The additive manufacturing (AM) model factory’s aim is to establish a leading-edge learning academy for the digital and generative production of innovative mechatronic products, where the complete value chain is integrated on a single site. Short courses and deep dives enable easier access to the state of the art technologies and increase the awareness for their potentials. Anchored in key industries such as automotive, aerospace, and medical by major OEMs and regional SMEs, the AM model factory cooperates with world-class partners and leading market players. This paper displays the model factory’s setup, selected technologies, exemplary courses, and benefits.
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1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a key motor for the new era of production technology that is characterized by digitization, individualization, and integration of complex functionality. Leading companies are being more and more aware of the urgent necessity of employing additive manufacturing process in their production system. However, for many manufactur- ers, especially small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), it remains the question of “what for” (specific applications) and “how” (defined process and necessary knowledge and skills).

In this paper, we present our on-working plan of the AM model factory, an all-in-one, single-site training center that is specifically dedicated to the hands-on, advanced learning in the field of AM. Being integrated in a consortium of university research institutes that are specialized in the design of integrated mechatronic products and leading industry partners as well as cutting-edge AM machine manufactures, the AM model factory will be an unprecedented, technology learning center for globally operating innovative enterprises.

This paper is structured as follows: First, a brief overview on additive manufacturing technology and its application potentials in the manufacturing of mechatronic production will be given, from which the necessity of the AM model factory that covers end-to-end additive manufacturing process is derived. Secondly, numerous advantages and benefits that the strategic location, technical infrastructure and the academic environment of the AM model factory can bring to training participants will be explained. Lastly, the basic philosophy, aims and unique methods of the capability building in a model factory will be introduced followed by a quick peek into a training module.

2. The AM model factory

2.1. Technological background and motivation

Using additive manufacturing (AM) technology, arbitrary parts with complex geometries that were almost impossible to manufacture with conventional subtractive machining processes, can be generated from a variety of materials, e.g. polymers, metals, ceramics, glass and paper. Materials may be provided in the form of powder, wire, foil or liquid. The additive
As additive manufacturing technology is changing the present landscape of the industry and market drastically, there exists an increased need for rethinking in development and production of innovative technical systems in across all industry fields.

In the aviation industry for example, the main drivers behind the AM push are the feasibility of lightweight, complex-shaped aircraft parts with increased functionality that also enables a significant reduction of production cost by eliminating assembly steps.

In electronics production, the trend of faster market launches and a higher rate of innovation has led to a steadily increasing demand for fast, flexible and easy to use series production techniques. The additive manufacturing picks up the trend of product individualized and enables future custom manufacturing in series. Furthermore, it supports the ubiquitous trend towards miniaturization by allowing more complex three dimensional shapes. One of the most demanding challenges regarding additive manufacturing in electronic and mechatronics objects is the need for multi-material-composition. Fig. 1 shows one of our first power electronics applications of additive manufactured composite system of bronze on a ceramic substrate [3].

Additive manufacturing also has opened up new business opportunities in the biomedical industry. The main driving tendency on the medical technology market is individualization. In the wide spectrum between the well-established applications and design elements like bore holes have to be oriented over, temperature distributions during the manufacturing process lead to thermal distortion and therefore material accumulation as well as abrupt thickness changes have to be avoided. [24–26]

To sum up, new process-specific design rules are necessary to use the possibilities of the innovative manufacturing technology. These rules have to be considered early in the product development process, in addition to appropriate process-specific computations.

2.2. Location, infrastructure and environments

The AM model factory will be sited on a refurbished ex-industry complex in Nuremberg called “Auf AEG”, where the research laboratories, production lines and testing facility of the
consumer electronics group AEG were once located. Being located in the metropolitan area of Nuremberg with an international airport in the vicinity, the AM model factory is easily accessible via railway, autobahn and public transportation, not only for customers from major cities in Germany but also from all over the world. The great accessibility of the factory is a major economic advantage for customers, specifically regarding travel time and cost.

The massive concrete buildings promising on “Auf AEG” are now completely refitted and host a large number of leading-edge research centers and innovative research & development centers that are working on a large spectrum of topics. The Institute for Factory Automation and Production Systems (FAPS), a member of the initiating partners of the AM model factory is one of the major research institutes that has been settled down on “Auf AEG” (Fig. 3). The FAPS has established four of its six research groups here: Bavarian Technology Center for Electrical Drives, Electronics Production, Wiring Systems, as well as Bavarian Technology Center for Home Automation. The remaining two research groups - System Engineering and Biomechatronics - are stationed in the nearby university city of Erlangen.

Fig. 3. The research campus “Auf AEG” with its strategic location and academic environments is perfectly suited for the AM model factory.

Additive manufacturing as a disruptive technology is related to almost every research topics of the institute FAPS. Therefore, the AM model factory is expected to play an important role as a competence center for additive manufacturing, where researchers, cooperating research and industry partners that are working on a wide spectrum of correlated topics will gather to exchange their expertise and build a well-built and sustainable technology network.

In addition, the institute FAPS as a chair of Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg is already furnished with a infrastructure that is required for additive manufacturing, such as a machining workshop for post-processing of additive manufactured parts, larger rooms for seminars and conferences, and computer laboratories for computer-aided design. Furthermore, the research center is equipped with surface metrology systems, materials testing machines, a variety of microscopes, and X-ray inspection systems, which are essential instruments for quality assurance in conventional production technology, as well as in additive manufacturing.

The other research institute in the team of the AM model factory is the Chair of Engineering Design. The chair will provide the necessary design-related manufacturing knowledge about additive processes and show the potentials and restrictions of the innovative technology, so that function-integrative mechatronic products can be efficiently designed and produced meeting all particular customer requirements. Furthermore, insights in knowledge-based design, modeling, and simulation of additive manufactured products will be transferred to the customers.

Another major advantage of being an university-affiliated model factory is abundant high-quality human resources. The customers of the model factory can profit while co-working with creative minds, specifically undergraduate and PhD students. The model factory also offers a great opportunity for students and young scholars to adapt themselves to additive manufacturing, which requires an entirely different way of thinking in engineering.

With all geographical strategic benefits mentioned above, it can be positively noted that a fundamental basis for the model factory for additive manufacturing has been secured. In the following section, a detailed plan for the learning factory and a preliminary layout including AM machines and their auxiliary systems will be presented.

2.3. AM machines and equipments

In order to offer customers a broad insight into the additive manufacturing, the AM model factory will employ three major printing technologies that are versatile, widely implemented in the industry, and forward-looking: Fused deposition modeling (FDM), selective laser melting (SLM) for metals, and selective laser sintering (SLS) for polymeric materials.

In a SLM process for example, metallic raw material in powder form is selectively heated to its melting point in an inert atmosphere by a laser. The melted points then solidify and multiple infinitesimally small points can be strung together to build an almost pore-free layer. After completion of each layer, the building platform is lowered and a fresh, thin layer of metal powder is applied and the curing process is repeated successively until the model is completely built up, which leads to a characteristic layer structure of additive manufactured parts [2]. The basic principle of SLS process is comparable with that of SLM process to an extent, except that SLS process is used for polymeric powders instead of metal powders.

Each of these AM technologies have different technical requirements with regards to process flow including material handling, required infrastructures, accessory equipments, and safety requirements. Therefore, The AM model factory will be divided in 3 different workshop floors that are separated from each other with appropriate construction measures to cover each of the AM technologies respectively, especially in order to minimize conflicts between the different process flows and more importantly to prevent cross-contamination between metallic and polymeric systems. For safety and quality reasons, a workshop floor will again be split in powder preparation area and machine room, which will be filled with cutting-edge products of leading technology partners and machine manufacturers. A preliminary layout of the main workshop floor with the 3 different printing technologies is illustrated in Fig. 4.

To present the complete value-added chain of additive manufacturing on a single-site model factory, a computer laboratory for pre-processing of digital design data, a few workbenches
Fig. 4. A detailed layout of the AM model factory is being designed in cooperation with key partners on the market.

for manual and machined post-processing, and a quality analysis laboratory will also be integrated into the AM model factory using on the existing infrastructure of the institute FAPS.

2.4. Business model

In the AM model factory, we have three main stakeholders involved:

- University jointly develops project; provides space for the facility and co-runs it; has access to facility outside workshops
- Technology and industry partners provides equipment and content
- McKinsey provides project management, intellectual properties, and conducts workshops

All partners have depending on their investment the right to use the facility for their purposes. For example, technology partners can run customized trainings and introductory sessions for their own customers or employees. University teaches students or runs paid workshops for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

3. Advanced learning in the model factory

3.1. Philosophy and concepts

Capability building leads to lasting improvements in any transformation program and serves as an intelligent way to scale improvements to an entire organization. Adults learn best in an environment that offers them a rich, interactive experience and the freedom to experiment and make mistakes without risk. Therefore, dedicated experiential learning facilities provide the ideal combination of real production issues and opportunities with the flexibility and freedom to fail. Experience shows that not only do people learn faster in such environments, but they also remember more and are better prepared to apply what they learn when they return to their everyday roles.

In the model factory, participants are actively involved in a wide range of exercises. They experience live scenarios via e.g. “go and see” observation of an new operating system to detect improvement opportunities, complete value stream (material and information) representation from design, manufacturing, post-processing to quality control, step-by-step teaching and implementation, which results in measurable workflow improvements, interaction with real operators to also detect management and mindset issues and observing different perfection levels of the operating system – from very basic to good practice.

3.2. Goal and structure of training modules

The purpose of the training modules is to prepare all key players in a transformation to this new technology to understand key tools for the transformation and practice with managerial tools for the future state. The training can be adjusted to other environments, such as machining or process and can be supported with classroom training, focusing on the transformation process.

In the AM model factory we will conduct training at an end-to-end view of the additive manufacturing process. We will train all capabilities needed along the 5 phases of the process: Design, manufacturing, post-processing, quality control and recycling. The trainings will be tailored to the respective audiences that spans from introductory trainings for the management level to deep-dive trainings for engineers.

3.3. Example of a training module

The following example sketches the contents of a 4-hour introductory training for AM for managerial level.

- **Introduction Part 1**
  - Key principles of AM, benefits and challenges
  - Global impact on value chain and functions
  - Market size, use cases, player landscape
  - Process and technology (i.e., materials, printing technologies, service requirements, quality)
- **Shop floor visit (120 min.)**
- **E2E production process (e.g. retrofit part using selective laser sintering)**
  - Create a 3D data file (e.g. from digital scanning of objects)
  - Select material (i.e. common metals and polymers)
  - Transfer into “printable” file (e.g. using standard slicing software)
  - Production planning and execution
  - Quality control and post-processing
- **Introduction Part 2**
  - Recommendations for OEMs on how to get started (i.e. opportunity spotting, capability and infrastructure, partner)
  - Outlook into new business models
4. Future tasks and outlook

With the AM model factory, we aim to accelerate the adoption of AM in industry applications by:

- Providing easier access to state-of-the-art AM technology for companies, particularly for SMEs with focus on E2E coverage of AM process,
- Establishing professionalized learning academy to scale-up capability building – from in-house trainings for partners and customers to university education,
- Increasing awareness among key industry players for benefits of AM technology and potential to gain operational improvements,
- Fostering cooperation among key AM players and OEMs to create market-ready products and applications,
- Offering professional services to accelerate AM adoption – creation of prototypes, introduction into series and building in-house capabilities.

The model factory provides partners with various benefits such as – increase access to customers, expand regional reach (particularly SMEs), train customers and employees in a professional way and real-life environment. Partners have exclusive access to the facility. Technology partners can use the model factory as a showcase for your latest technology innovations. Partners can intensify their relationships by conducted joint research project and they can hire new talent from university.
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